
Shannopin in bloom in his perennial border will agree that this iris
gives one of the best garden effects of any iris in existence. Its light
creamy tan standards and medium rose-pink falls give it great carrying
power in a clump as viewed from across the garden. Unfortunately its
virtues diminish when you get close to it, for its prominent haft mark-
ings certainly do mar the appearance of the flowers on close inspection.
Yet this fact cannot prevent its being one of the most effective garden
clumps in irisdom.
Louvois, which is our only velvety brown iris, no longer rated either

list of 100 best irises. It remains as distinctive and attractive an iris
as anyone could hope for. It has dull medium brown standards, and
the falls are rich velvety mahogany· brown, edged with the color of the
standards.
Marquita remains queen of its type. In fact it doesn't even have a chal-

lenger. Its luminous, massive, round flowers have wide segments. The
cream colored standards are without veins, whereas the falls of the
same color are brushed and streaked with fine lines of old rose color-
ing. Who would deny that the veins in its falls are one of Marquita's
many attractive features?
The iris Mist Glow is quite different from anything else which has

been introduced. Tell Muhlestein describes it in his catalog as, "Amoena
with white standards and light lavender falls reticulated gold." I would
hardly call it an amoena, but I don't want to get into a discussion of
the meaning of terms at present. I think we may assume that its genetic
makeup consists of the anthocyanin-inhibitor gene, I, inhibiting com-
pletely pigment of the standards (leaving them pure white) but
only partially inhibiting the color in the falls <leaving them a light
lavender color). From its catalog description I had expected the flower
to have a most unattractive haft, but instead there was an attractive,
smooth gold infiltration at the haft. On a one year plant, Mist Glow
had a very short stem, but large flowers. I feel that its stem was not
typical, and that it will no doubt be taller in another year.
Generally I avoid .commenting on irises which· I have not seen, yet

I am going to make an exception in the case of the two varieties
Pretender and Maytime. Reliable judges have already pointed out the
distinctiveness and the worthiness of these. two varieties, and I feel
that they deserve mention. as "park Horses." Pretender is the result
of several generations of intensive breeding by Paul· Cook to de'lelop
an iris with, lemon yellow standards and purple falls. Reports are that
it is a pleasing iris of this distinctive combination of colors. Maytime,
which Schreiner already lists in his 100 Best, is a near amoena in two
shades of lilac pink, and from all reports it must be quite unlike any-
thing else on the market. I am looking forward to seeing both these
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